
Presents....
paranormal research & the 

reported paranormal activity 
at:



The history of the melting pot

In the early 1900’s Littleton won the support of the 
carnegie foundation to help fund a new city library. 

The location was picked and in April 1915 a tax was 
approved to allow for money to maintain the library. 

 The town purchased the property for $500.00 from the 
water company. 



The history of the melting pot

an board appointed by mayor j.e. maloney
picked jacques jules benois benedict & 

the contractors v.w.robbins and the watts
brothers to design and construct the 

building.

The carnegie foundation released $8,000 to 
complete the construction of the library. 



The history of the melting pot

When the building 
opened,it was not 

called the library,
it was being called 
the “women’s club”

The name eventually changed and 
throughout the years the building 

has served many different 
purposes...



The history of the melting pot

The building was 
the home of

the Colorado Works 
Administration
that gave local 

women jobs
binding books.

Another project was the “Bundles for
Britain” that helped Britain with supplies 

during the war

The library moved to a new location
in 1965 



The history of the melting pot

One of the ghost stories is about a prisoner 
who escaped and was gunned down in a 

small hallway located on the south side of 
the building behind the bar, after killing 

an officer



The history of the melting pot

The Police left in 1977 when they had a 
new building constructed



The History of the Melting Pot

The next two decades brought many 
different businesses to the building.



The History of the Melting Pot

the city sold the property to a company that 
added to the building on both the south and 
west sides, eventually opening a dance club 

called “Pistachio’s”



The History of the Melting Pot

Next was the Cafe Kandahar which featured 
a “European style” atmosphere



The History of the Melting Pot

The next business was owned by two 
members of the Denver Bronco’s, it was 

called “Scribbles” 



The history of the Melting Pot

In 2004 the building was 
purchased and became 

The Melting Pot

Today, with more than 129 locations across 35 states and with more than 42 locations 
under development, The Melting Pot Restaurants Inc. is the country's premier fondue 

restaurant franchise. At The Melting Pot, fondue truly becomes a memorable four-course 
dining experience where patrons can dip into something different - and discover all the 

ingredients for a unique dining experience including a relaxed atmosphere, private 
tables, attentive service, fine wines and signature fondue dinners.



Reports of paranormal activity
The reports of activity 

at the bar have 
included 

Footsteps coming from the area of the 
Police shooting



Reports of paranormal activity
The reports of activity 

at the bar have 
included 

Glasses on the bar have been reported to 
move on their own



Reports of paranormal activity
The reports of activity 

at the bar have 
included 

Employees have reported the sounds 
of people at the bar when the restaurant

was closed



Reports of paranormal activity

In the basement where 
the jail cells were 

located, there have been 
reports of

Faces have been seen
reflecting in the 

glass doors
Staff have reported that
the table settings in the
cell area have moved on 

on their own



Reports of paranormal activity

There have been reports of
a child’s ghosts have been 
reported near the south

end of the building

The legend is that a child drowned 
in the fountain



Reports of paranormal activity

The Women’s room is 
one of the most 
active locations 

according to guests 
of the Melting Pot

Guests have reported

A woman in one of the stalls reported that 
she felt something grab her ankle, but 

there was nobody there



Reports of paranormal activity

The Women’s room is 
one of the most 
active locations 

according to guests 
of the Melting Pot

Guests have reported

The sounds of footsteps and even loud
breathing in the restroom



Reports of paranormal activity

The Women’s room is 
one of the most 
active locations 

according to guests 
of the Melting Pot

Guests have reported
There have been reports of the faucets 

turning on by themselves



Reports of paranormal activity
Employees have 
reported that 
after hours 

they have seen 
supply shelves

shake to the 
point that items 
fall off of them

There is a story of a Coffee machine 
that was seen “Walking off of a 

counter”  on a video surveillance 
camera

The Staff have reported that the
heaters at the table will be re-connected

after the table has been cleaned and readied for 
new guests



Investigation of paranormal activity

Rocky Mountain 
Paranormal

has conducted an 
investigation at the 

Melting Pot and 
found the following 

results
Fluctuating E.M.F. at the bar coming from

different sources such as the 
refrigerators & the cash register  



Investigation of paranormal activity

Rocky Mountain 
Paranormal

has conducted an 
investigation at the 

Melting Pot and 
found the following 

results

Extremely low frequency hum coming 
from the heating/A.C. unit that is most 

noticeable in the women’s room



Investigation of paranormal activity

Rocky Mountain 
Paranormal

has conducted an 
investigation at the 

Melting Pot and 
found the following 

results

Very loud noises were noted coming from 
the fan located on the roof



Investigation of paranormal activity

Rocky Mountain 
Paranormal

has conducted an 
investigation at the 

Melting Pot and 
found the following 

results

It was also noticed that the water in the 
Women’s room would turn on when a camera

flash went off anywhere near the room



Investigation of paranormal activity

Rocky Mountain 
Paranormal

has conducted an 
investigation at the 

Melting Pot and 
found the following 

results

There is an automatic air freshener located 
in the middle stall in the Women’s room 

that sounds similar to a person breathing



investigation of paranormal activity

During our 
investigation we did 
record a sound of 

what sounded like a 
breath in the 

women’s room it is 
still unexplained




